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I.
Grangegorman has a rich and complex history as a piece of Dublin; for
over 200 years institutions on the site have reacted to the situations as existed in the
city and accommodated facilities that were considered necessary and appropriate.
The site at Grangegorman, initially accommodated the House of Industry which was
set up in the 1770s; the ‘lunatic asylum’ was then developed to transfer ‘the curable
lunatics’ from the House of Industry in 1810, and then the penitentiary was opened in
1820. The institution evolved as did its name becoming Grangegorman Mental Hospital and more recently, St. Brendan’s Hospital. Over these years, it has served the needs
of the city and the inhabitants, accommodating those most disadvantaged and those
who struggled most with the challenges that life presented. The common good was
considered more important than the individual, for whom admission, containment and
incarceration often caused long-term damage. Individuals were left in an environment
that they struggled to cope with and which did not always assist with the particular
challenges of their condition.
Grangegorman’s past has provided two parallel sets of records, the medical records and the informal documents and artefacts left by residents. The official
medical records are one of the most complete records from such an institution in
Europe; they have been conserved (with the support of the Wellcome Foundation)
and are now in the National Archives. Alternative stories are told in the informal documents and artefacts from residents. These were retained by Father Piaras Ó’Dúill, Dick
Bennett and others. These include letters, spectacles, rosary beads, photographs,
purses, handbags, etc. – objects that artist Alan Counihan has used for his Personal
Effects works and are now on display in the Primary Care Centre.
The progressive nature of the treatment and care under those in charge
including Dr Connolly Norman and Dr Ivor Browne is evident by their important roles
in the development of the treatment of mental health illnesses in Ireland. At the same
time, their roles and the institution have become part of Dublin history and folklore.

‘He is up in Dottyville with Connolly Norman’
James Joyce, Ulysses
II.
When one considers the more recent role of Grangegorman in the city and
the redevelopment of the site as a health and educational campus, one has to understand
that many Dubliners are not familiar with Grangegorman as part of the city; they are
familiar with Constitution Hill, Stoneybatter, North Brunswick Street and North Circular
Road but what lies within has for many Dubliners been an unchartered area and not part
of many Dubliners’ mapping of the city. The institution had frontage onto Grangegorman
Road which divided the site. The high walls on either side masked what lay within and the
tunnel (to allow for safe transfer of patients from one side to the other) under the road
ensured that only those who entered the site understood what was within.

The master plan proposed by Moore Ruble Yudell and DMOD Architects
opened up the site; permeability is provided on all sides and this allows connections
previously not possible especially east/west. This opening up onto Constitution Hill,
North Circular Road, Manor Street and Prussia Street has allowed the site to become
a community resource with convenient access through new connections. The site has
provided space for much needed healthcare facilities, a primary school and amenity
space with playgrounds. All of these were badly needed and encourage those living in
the area to consider the Grangegorman site as part of their environment rather than
apart, as it was historically.
The first healthcare building developed as part of the Masterplan was
the Phoenix Care Centre which was built to accommodate the residents who were
still in the old Victorian buildings. The move into the Phoenix Care Centre allowed
the original buildings to be refurbished for TU Dublin and their initial move onto the
site. The intention and aspiration was to provide a building which respected and valued the residents, and focussed on improving their conditions and their transition
back into the community. Generous space standards, good day lighting, and access to
landscaped areas all contributed to the wellbeing of the individuals and improved outcomes. The building, designed by Moloney O’Beirne, won the RIAI Healthcare Building
of the Year in 2013.
The next building completed, designed by Taylor Architects, was the
Primary Care Centre which brought the original laundry building back into use, having been unoccupied for some time. The building now provides access to a range
of services including a GP practice, primary care teams including public health
nurses, physiotherapists, occupational
therapists, speech and language therapists, along with a Child and Adolescent
Mental Health unit. In addition an Audiology Unit and Ophthalmology Suite are
provided which cover the north city. All
of these have brought those living in the
area onto the site for the services on a
regular basis – a site that had excluded
them previously.
A further building, a residential care setting, is at pre-planning
stage and will be providing homes for
the elderly, those with dementia and
residents with mental health issues. The
building will allow those needing care to
remain in the area where they live. The residents will be grouped in households in a
building designed by McCullough Mulvin and TODD Architects. The building poses
many challenges and is a novel building type for the HSE in that it is an urban and
multilevel residential care setting with households stacked with external terraces/roof
gardens on each level. The building will be combined with the Primary Care Centre to
form a residential care neighbourhood within the one block and it is hoped that this will
become a template for the co-location of Residential Care and Primary Care Centres.
Bringing these community services onto the site is an important part
of the vision for the campus so that the site does not only become a healthcare and
education campus but a piece of the city where there is continuity of use for those
in the local community. Grangegorman as a site provides facilities for all ages; for the
young through the EIT (early intervention), paediatric audiology and ophthalmology
services and for the elderly homes and GP and primary care services.
The new Grangegorman Primary Care Centre,
opened 2017. Photo: Donal Murphy
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The Phoenix Care Centre, the new mental health hospital at Grangegorman,
opened in 2013. Photo: Ros Kavanagh

III.
Grangegorman is ideally located to provide healthcare services to the
north inner city and to those in the community in the years to come. The proximity
to tertiary hospitals at St. James Hospital and the Mater allows the site to become
part of the universal healthcare infrastructure. The strategy as set out in Sláintecare
is to provide non-acute and community services within the area they serve; continuity between the acute hospitals, non-acutes and community services reduces the
demands on the acute hospitals. Both Primary Care Centres and Residential Care Centres play an important part in the overall strategy. Grangegorman Primary Care Centre
is part of the developing network of primary care centres constructed or planned on
the north-side which include Summerhill and Navan Road Primary Care Centres.
The Grangegorman Masterplan as proposed provides flexibility for the
future and will allow additional sub-acute services to be co-located as part of the
healthcare hub at Grangegorman.
COVID-19 and the ensuing pandemic, has brought challenges to healthcare, including understanding that each individual has a part to play in public health;
individuals have reacted well to the need for them to contribute to the health of others
by cocooning and isolating. The pandemic was the first experience for many people
of remote consultations with healthcare professionals. It has also changed the pattern
of how individuals accessed services. How services are provided will evolve further
in the coming years.
As the HSE comes to terms with COVID-19 and the delivery of healthcare with the changes required by coronavirus, Grangegorman will develop as a key
hub serving those living in the north inner city and the community surrounding the
site – all of this will be based on a patient-centred approach to healthcare as set out
in Sláintecare.
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